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Professional paper / Stručni članak

GMT Based Comparative Geomorphological 
Analysis of the Vityaz and Vanuatu Trenches, 
Fiji Basin

Polina LEMENKOVA1 – Qingdao

ABSTRACT. The study is geographically focused on the two deep-sea trenches: Vanu-
atu and Vityaz, Fiji Basin, East Australia, located in the area of the double conver-
gent complex boundary of Pacific and Indo-Australian plates in the North Fiji back-
arc basin. Complex geophysical settings results in the formation of the trenches, 
seismicity, geodynamic complexity and instability of the region. The work aimed at 
modelling and comparative statistical analysis of the bathymetry and geomorphology 
of two trenches. Technically, the methodology of this work is based on the Generic 
Mapping Tools (GMT) using cartographic mapping of the geophysical, tectonic and 
geological settings, 2D and 3D modelling, visualizing raster grids GEBCO, ETOPO1, 
ETOPO5. Histogram topographic equalization (equalized, normalized, quadratic) 
was done using module ’grdhisteq’. Modelling geoid and gravity was based on 
EGM96 by sequence of GMT modules. The cross-spectrals of 2D binary raster grids 
were compared and their coherency plotted by ’grdfft’. The automated cross-section-
ing was done using ’grdtrack’ module. The results include modelled transects visu-
alizing trenches asymmetry, bathymetric and geomorphic variations. Vityaz Trench is 
shallower with depths <–6,100 m, has ’bell-shape’ data distribution with two peaks 
at ranges –3,500 m to –3,700 m, and –4,800 m to –5,000 m. Vanuatu Trench reaches 
up to –7,000 m with majority of values between –5,000 m to –3,000 m, even data 
distribution with depth increasing at –2,200 m to –800 m. Geomorphic form of both 
trenches varies: Vityaz has flat wide bottom similar to a trough, steeper gradient 
eastern slope. Vanuatu has V-form classic shape with gentle shapes on both slopes. 
Selected segment of Vityaz has shallower depths with maximal <–5,000 m while 
Vanuatu is deeper (–6,000 m). Cartographic functionality of the GMT is presented by 
various cartographic projections: Mercator, Behrman, Cylindrical Stereographic, 
Hammer retroazimuthal. 3D modelling was done using GMT module ’grdview’. 
Trenches were visualized and rotated at 160°/45°azimuth. Presented maps, 2D and 
3D models and graphics are plotted and visualized by GMT with selected code snip-
pets explained. Current work contributes to the methods of the modelling of deep-sea 
trenches geomorphology.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Research problem and goal

The research aim is comparative geomorphic analysis of two deep-sea trenches: 
Vanuatu and Vityaz. The trenches are located in the geologically complex region 
of the southwest Pacific Ocean, Fiji, East Australia. This region is situated in the 
area of the double convergent complex boundary where Pacific Plate subducts 
under the Indo-Australian plate westwards, and Indo-Australian plate beneath the 
North Fiji back-arc basin northeastwards. Such complex geophysical settings re-
sults in formation of these trenches, and also high seismicity, geodynamic com-
plexity and instability of this region. Besides, the region is a part of the ’Ring of 
Fire’ bordering Pacific Ocean where active movements of the tectonic plates and 
volcanism take place. Therefore, additional goal was to visualize geophysical set-
tings of the study area through series of the thematic maps. These include geo-
physical, geological and tectonic settings that are the most important causes of the 
ocean trench formation. Hence, cartographic objective of the research was to vis-
ualize bathymetry, geomorphology, tectonic and geological settings of the trenches 
through 2D and 3D modelling and mapping. The statistical analysis aimed to 
compare datasets on two trenches and highlight differences in their geomorphic 
and bathymetric structure (data distribution at various depths).

Technical objective of the demonstrated study was to present functionality of the 
Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) and to test a GMT based approaches to quantify 
the variability of the bathymetry in spatially distributed segments of the Vanuatu 
and Vityaz trenches. The approach of the profile modelling was exemplified using 
enlarged square of the two selected segments of the submarine topography of the 
Vanuatu and Vityaz trenches as modelling targets. However, the general mindset 
of the presented method is applicable to any other deep-sea trenches or troughs. 
The GMT was selected as a main instrument, due to its high functionality and 
Unix-compatibility (the GMT scripts are run from the console). Besides, GMT has 
cartographic fine solutions (variety of projections, colour palettes, layouts, data 
processing and modelling), and advantage of the included statistical modules.

1.2. Study area

Geography

The geographic focus of the study area is located in Fiji Basin, East Australia, two 
oceanic trenches: Vanuatu (a.k.a. New Hebrides) and Vityaz (Fig. 1). The Vanuatu 
arc stretches ca. 1200 km in the SW Pacific Ocean located in the area with coor-
dinates 10°S–23°S, 160°–180°E (Fig. 1). Narrow Vanuatu Trench is bordered by the 
Vanuatu volcanic archipelago, a submersed part of an oceanic arc extending in 12° 
and 25°S, from Torres to Hunter Islands (Jean-Baptiste et al. 2016), 1000 km to 
the NW off Kermadec.

Tectonics

The origin of the New Hebrides trench-arc system is caused by the Indo-Austral-
ian subducting tectonic plate and a subduction of the d’Entrecasteaux ridge 
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(Charvis and Pelletier 1989). Previous surveys on bathymetry, magnetism, seis-
micity and focal mechanism in the region between the southern New Hebrides Arc 
and North Fiji Basin enlighten the geodynamic complexity and instability of the 
area (Maillet et al. 1989). Tectonic development of the Vanuatu Trench has two 
distinct subduction stages (Jean-Baptiste et al. 2016): 1) subduction of the Pacific 
Plate under the Indian-Australian plate westward direction; 2) subduction of the 
Indo-Australian plate beneath the North Fiji back-arc basin at the margin of the 
Pacific Plate, north-eastwards direction. Therefore, the convergence is marked by 
two opposite subduction zones, defined by the Vanuatu Trench to the west and 
the Tonga Trench to the east, resulting in an asymmetric opening of the North 
Fiji back-arc basin (Auzende et al. 1995). The Vanuatu trench-arc system divides 
New Hebrides back-arc troughs and active North Fiji marginal basin.

Volcanism

The New Hebrides archipelago is a complex reversed-arc system that divided into 
four major volcanic provinces (Carney and Macfarlane 1982): 1) Western Belt is 
an Early Miocene extinct volcanic arc in the frontal arc; 2) The Eastern Belt 
formed in the Middle Miocene, a calc-alkaline arc volcanism; 3) Marginal Province 

Fig. 1. Topographic map of the Fiji Basin, East Australia.
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submerged in the Early Pleistocene is shown by volcanic activity; 4) The Central 
Chain is a present volcanic line continues Marginal Province volcanism. Current-
ly, the New Hebrides island arc consists of numerous volcanoes that frequently 
form islands situated in a tectonically complex arc-backarc system (Beier et al. 
2018, Calmant et al. 2003), Fig. 2. An an active volcano Mt. Yasur, is located in 
Tanna Island of the Vanuatu arc (Spina et al. 2016).

Geomorphology

The geomorphology of the Vanuatu Trench has masses of rubble, talus slopes and 
fragmented outcrops (Heezen and Hollister 1971), with ca. 7156 m. Relative to 
other neighbour trenches (Kermadec, Mariana), it is warmest, and underlies in-
termediate bio-productivity (Linley et al. 2017). The Vanuatu Trench has devel-
oped in a situation of complex tectonic settings. More specifically, it is located in 
a double convergent boundary between the Australian and Pacific tectonic plates 
(Beaumais et al. 2016).

The anomalous geomorphology of the central New Hebrides arc is caused by the 
subduction of the D’Entrecasteaux aseismic ridge which enters the central part of 

Fig. 2. Geologic map of the Fiji Basin, East Australia.
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the Vanuatu Trench. Besides, there is a deformation distributed over numerous 
spreading ridges in Lau and North Fiji back-arc basins. Geometry of Lau and 
North Fiji back-arc basins and segmentation of the New Hebrides arc are signifi-
cantly influenced by the subduction of aseismic ridges: Louisville, D’Entrecas-
teaux and Loyalty (Pelletier et al. 1998) (Fig. 2).

Geology

The basaltic rocks from the central and southern islands of the New Hebrides 
(Aneityum, Tanna, Erromango, Efate, Emae, Tongoa and Epi), have geochemical 
features typical of island arc volcanics. The basalts from Futuna island located 
farther from the trench show features typical of calc-alkaline rocks (Dupuy et al. 
1982). Three islands (Maré, Lifou and Ouvéa), mainly covered by forests and flat 
in relief, illustrate tectonic deformation at various distances from the Vanuatu 
Trench. Loyalty Islands serve as tension cracks resulting from the elastic bulging 
of the Australian plate before its subduction at the Vanuatu Trench (Bogdanov et 
al. 2011).

Further discussions on the geologic setting of the Vanuatu Trench exist in rele-
vant literature (Monzier et al. 1997, Sorbadere et al. 2011, Turtle et al. 2016, 
Louat and Pelletier 1989, Bourrouilh-Le Jan and Talandier 1985, Pillet and Pelle-
tier 2004), where particular attention is paid to geochemistry, mineralogy, magma-
tism, volcanology, seismicity and tectonics of the region.

2. Methods

Current paper is based on using Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) cartographic 
scripting toolset developed by Wessel and Smith (1998). Examples of using GMT 
in marine bathymetric mapping and data processing (Gauger et al. 2007, Kuhn et 
al. 2006) prove its cartographic functionality and effectiveness.

2.1. Histogram equalization on the topography grids

Topographic histogram equalization (Fig. 3) were plotted as 4 subplots using GMT 
module ’grdhisteq’ used to find the data values dividing two grid files into patch-
es of equal area. Hence, ’grdhisteq’ performs sort of histogram equalization of a 
raster images using this code snippet: gmt grdhisteq vt_relief.nc -Gout.nc -C16, 
and for other maps: gmt makecpt -Crainbow -T0/15/1 > c.cpt, and gmt makecpt 
-Crainbow -T0/15 > q.cpt. More specifically, using ’grdhisteq’, the ASCII list of the 
data values which divide the range of the initial raster data into cells segments 
that has been written to an output file. In this case, a -C16 argument defines 16 
cells.

The resulting raster grid has an equal area in the image. Using ’makecpt’ GMT 
module this output was then coloured using CPT by following code: gmt makecpt 
-Crainbow -T-11000/3000 > t.cpt. The explanations for the subplot with four maps 
(Fig. 3) is as follows:
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1. The original map (top left) shows the initial raster with applied artificial cpt 
’rainbow’ to highlight the changes in elevation (gmt makecpt -Crainbow -T-
11000/3000 > t.cpt).

2. Second to it, (top right) is the equalized raster grid.

3. Third to it, (low left) is the normalized raster grid which was derived using -N 
argument that stands for Gaussian output aimed to receive data with smooth 
Gaussian distribution. In this case, the default standard normal scores was used 
for grid normalization. However, it is possible to make an output grid with scores 
placed within the <–1,+1> range.

Fig. 3. Histogram equalization of the topography grids.
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4. Finally, the fourth grid (shows low right) on Fig. 3 is a quadratic equalization 
that has been plotted using following code: gmt grdhisteq vt_relief.nc -Gout.nc -Q. 
Here, the ’-Q’ argument is output selecting quadratic histogram equalization, 
unlike the default linear one. Here, the ’-T-11000/3000’ arguments means the 
range of the topographic heights/depths elevations. Then, the image was visual-
ized using ’grdimage’ module using following code: gmt grdimage vt_relief.nc 
-I+a45+nt1 -Ct.cpt -JM3i -Y6i -K -P -B10 -BWSne > $ps.

In this code, the ’-Ct.cpt’ argument stands for the colour palette (cpt) created in 
the previous step, the ’-JM3i’ arguments explains the Mercator projection with 3 
inches width; ’-Y6i’ argument plots the map with 6 inches distance from the pre-
vious one by Y axis; ’-K’ argument refers to the continuation of the code, and ’-P’ 
is a portrait orientation of the layout. The annotation was added using Unix ’echo’ 
prog: echo “185 -5 Original” | gmt pstext -Rvt_relief.nc -J -O -K -F+jBL+f12p -T 
-Gwhite10 -Dj0.1i » $ps. Secondly, the ’grdhisteq’ GMT module enables to write a 
raster grid with statistics based on cumulative distribution function. That means, 
after applying the ’grdhisteq’ module, the output raster file has relative elevations 
in the same locations as the input file (that is, x, y). However, the values are mod-
ified to reflect their place in cumulative distribution with reference to the initial 
input file. This illustrates the principle of the equalization of the topographic grids 
by GMT module ’grdhisteq’, as visualized on Fig. 3.

2.2. Modelling geophysical settings of gravity and geoid

To plot the geoid and gravity models of the Fiji Basin and Pacific/Indo-Australian 
plates subduction zone, the grids of the geoid and free air gravity anomalies of the 
region have been downloaded and extracted as a subset of img file based on the 
existing methodology (Lemenkova 2019j) using following GMT code snippet: img-
2grd grav_27.1.img -R145/200/-39/0 -Ggrav.grd -T1 -I1 -E -S0.1 -V. Here, the 
grav_27.1.img is the input file, the ’-Ggrav.grd’ defines the output file. The main 
module here is the ’img2grd’ which reads an .img format file, extracts a subset, 
and converts it to .grd file.

The ’-E’ argument was used to force the final grid to cover the same region as 
requested with -R (which is a region defined by coordinates in West East South 
North (WESN) systems, here: 145/200/-39/0 in degrees). The final region was a 
direct projection of the original Mercator region extended slightly beyond the re-
quested latitude range of Fiji Basin region: 145°200°–39°0°, Fig. 4. The ’-I1’ indi-
cate minutes as the width of an input img pixel in minutes of longitude, which is 
here equal to 1 according to the resolution. The -S0.1 GMT argument multiplies 
the img file values by scale before storing it in .grd file. Although the default 
value is 1.0, here the 0.1 was taken for the free-air gravity files in mGal*10 to get 
the mGal, according to the descriptions of the technical specifications of GMT 
(Wessel et al. 2019). The ’T1’ argument of GMT type handles the encoding of 
constraint information. Here the ’-T1’ gets data values at all points, while, for 
instance, type = 0 would indicate that no such information is encoded in the .img 
file. The ’-V’ argument is a technical characteristics explaining the verbosity level, 
that is, showing the level of details in the messages reporting errors to the user/
cartographer while executing the GMT script. The two grids that were operated 
on were first received using ’img2grd’ GMT module by following code: img2grd 
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Fig. 4. Marine free-air gravity anomaly: Fiji Basin, Vanuatu and Vityaz Trenches.

Fig. 5. Geoid model: Fiji Basin. Hammer retroazimuthal projection.
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Fig. 6. Modelling coherency between marine free-air and vertical gravity anomaly.
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curv_27.1.img -R162.5/181.5/-24/-6.0 -Gvvtc_curv.grd -T1 -I1 -E -S0.01 -V repeated 
for ‘grav_27.1.img’ file.
Afterwards, the coherency between the two grids of free-air gravity and vertical 
gradient was plotted using the GMT module ’grdfft’ (Fig. 6). The ’grdfft’ module 
performs mathematical operations on the grids in the wavenumber or frequency 
domain. The main algorithms is the following: the ’grdfft’ module inputs the 2D 
grids to perform operations in their frequency domains using Fast Fourier Trans-
form, and then transforms the raster grids back to the space domain using follow-
ing code: gmt grdfft vvtc_grav.grd vvtc_curv.grd -E+wk+n -Na+d+wtmp > cross_
spectra.txt. The horizontal dimensions of the grid are in m.
Here, the ’vvtc_grav.grd’ and ’vvtc_curv.grd’ are two 2D binary raster grids com-
pared for cross-spectral operations (Fig. 6). The ’-E’ argument estimates power 
spectrum in the radial direction. Specifically, here the ’+w’ in expression 
’-E+wk+n’ means writing wavelengths and ’-k’ was appended to scale wave-
lengths from m to km, the ’+n’ was appended to normalize the output so that the 
mean spectral values per frequency were reported. Since the ’-N’ argument was 
used with several options, brief explanations are as follows. The ’a’ option was 
used to let grdfft module to select dimensions achieving the most accurate result; 
the ’+d’ option was used to detrend data: to remove best-fitting linear trend; ’p’ 
was used to save the polar form of magnitude to the output table; ’+t’ option 
aimed to change percentage via width while performing tapering of the data edge 
to the grid edge. The output grids were visualized using module ’grdimage’, ’ps-
basemap’ and ’psxy’ for coherency graph on the top of the Fig. 6. Other options 
are explained by Wessel et al. (2019).

2.3. 3D Modelling

The methodology of the 3D modelling using GMT module ’grdview’ is described 
by Wessel et al. (2019). Methods were adopted for the current study with relevant 
coordinates using following GMT code for the Vanuatu Trench: grdview vv3d_re-
lief.nc -J -R -JZ4c -CrainbowVVT.cpt -p160/45 -Qsm -N– 9000+glightgray -Wm0.1p 
-Wf0.1p,red -Wc0.1p,magenta -B5/5/3000:”Bathymetry and topography (m)”:nE-
swZ -Y6.5c » $ps. The resulting 3D models are shown on Fig. 7.
The data were initially extracted from the ETOPO5 grid using following snippet 
(Vanuatu Trench): gmt grdcut earth_relief_05m.grd -R160/170/– 25/-10 -Gvv3d_relief.
nc. The ETOPO5 was selected to plot 3D to reduce the grid size and to save comput-
er memory space. The next step of the 3D modelling is a calculation of the regular 
3D grid mesh using GMT parameters of the ’grdview’ module. The dimension of the 
grid was chosen in a way which ensures that every point of the trench axis is located 
within the grid boundaries. Therefore, the coordinates for Vityaz Trench were select-
ed as 163°173°–15°0° and for the Vanuatu Trench: 160°170°–25°–10°.
Visualization parameters of the 3D models can be summarized as follows. Grid extent 
was in 160/45 azimuthal direction rotation with the grid ranges from 160° to 173° for 
both grids, latitudinal direction from –25° to 0°, vertical direction from –9,000 km 
depths up to 1000 km. On ’Z’ argument the grid was extended by 4 cm as a visual 
distance between the 3D and basemap 2D, to enable interpreted them better. Data: 
geoid field data of the 2D map were taken from the ETOPO1 dataset (1 arc minute 
resolution) by following code: gmt grdcontour earth_relief _01m.grd − J M 6.0c 
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− R160/170/ − 25/ − 10 − p160/45 − C500 − Gd6c − W thinnest, dimgray − Y 5.5c 
− P − K > $ps. In order to ensure that grids are visually depict geomorphic shapes 
of the surfaces, the ’-Qsm’ argument was selected to specify ’s’ for the surface plot, 
and ’m’ to have mesh lines drawn on top of surface. For the vertical component, 
option ’-N-9000+glightgray’ was selected to draw a plane at the –9,000 m level of 
bathymetry. Final 3D model of the two subplots is shown on Fig. 7.

2.4. Modelling geomorphic cross-section transects

Bathymetric data (depths) for samples were extracted during cross-section profiling 
using ’grdtrack’ GMT module, which is a technique of sampling raster grids to 
create orthogonal cross-profiles. The methodology is adopted from the existing in 
technical manuals of the GMT (Wessel et al. 2019) and tested by Lemenkova (2019b).

Fig. 7. 3D modelling of the Vanuatu and Vityaz Trenches.
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Cross-section profiles were drawn across the two trench axes, 400 km long, spaced 
20 km. The depths of the trenches are measured at 2 km along the profile going 
in a perpendicular direction at equal spacing relative to the profile length (400 km 
for each). These profiles were then averaged by the median values using GMT 
module ’grdtrack’ by this code: gmt grdtrack trenchVTs.txt -Gvvt_relief.nc 
-C400k/2k/20k -Sm+sstackVTs.txt > tableVTs.txt (case of Vanuatu Trench). The 
shape of the trenches is highlighted as median using ’-Sm’ argument, red line on 
Fig. 9. The sampling was then repeated automatically for the whole length of the 
trench’s selected segment (visualized on Fig. 8). Profiles were then statistically 
modelled to visualize median and error bars (Fig. 9, red line for median), and 
depths were statistically computed using ’pshistogram’ GMT module. The inter-
polated spatial distribution of depths is a median (red line) and error bars (Fig. 9) 
for the extend of each trench (–200 to 200 km).

Fig. 8. Cross-section transects modelling.
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3. Results

Topographic data used in this research include ETOPO1 and GEBCO grid con-
taining elevation data (topography/bathymetry) for the Earth. More information 
about GEBCO can be further found in relevant literature (Mayer et al. 2018, 

Fig. 9. Graphs showing geomorphic slope models in transects.

Fig. 10. Comparative statistical analysis of the Vityaz and Vanuatu Trenches.
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Monahan 2004, Amante and Eakins 2009) The GEBCO Gazetteer was referred to 
for the names of the submarine features and structures (IHO 2012). The histo-
gram equalization on the topography grids is illustrated on Fig. 3. The satellite 
missions have provided marine free-air gravity and vertical gravity gradient data 
available for the study area and used for mapping (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). The Earth 
gravitational models derived from CryoSat-2 and Jason-1 data provide marine 
gravity field with a spatial resolution of 1°. The gravity data from these missions 
(Sandwell et al. 2014) were used to visualize data and compare coherency between 
the marine free-air gravity and vertical gravity anomaly in the region of Fiji Basin 
(Fig. 6).

There are reported experiences in cartographic automatization aimed to improve 
and facilitate manual handmade digitizing of the bathymetric maps (Schenke and 
Lemenkova 2008). The GEBCO bathymetric grid was taken to model and digitize 
a series of the cross-section profiles along two trenches: Vityaz and Vanuatu (Fig. 
8) and to plot the graphs using retrieved tables (Fig. 9). Modelling cross-section 
profiles for Vanuatu and Vityaz trenches demonstrated that bathymetry of the 
Vityaz Trench is generally shallower with depths not exceeding –6,100 m, while 
Vanuatu Trench reaches –7,000 m in values in the selected segment. Further 
comparative analysis of the geomorphic modelling of Vityaz and Vanuatu trenches 
results in following findings.

The geometric form of the two trenches varies: Vityaz Trench has more flat wide 
bottom similar to a trough, with steeper gradient slope on the eastern flank (Fig. 
9, A: upper plot). On the contrary, Vanuatu Trench (Fig. 9, B: lower plot) has more 
V-form classic shape for the trench with gentle shapes on both western and east-
ern slopes. The results of the comparison of the median values (red line on Fig. 
9) of two trenches furthermore show that selected segment of the Vityaz Trench 
has shallower depths with maximal not exceeding –5,000 m while Vanuatu Trench 
is more deep with –6,000 m. The deepest values >5,000 m for Vityaz Trench give 
in total 413 values (238, 130, 29, 14, 2) samples. The surrounding relief of the two 
trenches varies: for the case of Vityaz Trench, the neighbouring surface is rather 
flat while Vanuatu Trench is surrounded by more complex submarine relief of 
both North Fiji Basin (its eastern flank) and its western flank (Fig. 9).

Generally, a strong correlation of the trench’s axes with borders of the two tecton-
ics plates (Pacific Plate and Info-Australian Plate) is evident. This implies that the 
geomorphology of the trenches is strongly correlated with slabs, since continua-
tion of the plate movements, lineaments and extend of fracture zones leads to the 
formation of the trench axis strongly determined by plates motions. The geological 
local settings, stretch of the tectonic slabs, complex tectonic processes and sedi-
mentation of the Vanuatu and Vityaz trenches explain differences in their struc-
ture and geomorphic shape form. Cartographic mapping and data in 2D reveal 
physical shape, structures and visualization of the objects, but 3D dimensional 
visualization is a useful addition for a visual analysis of the geomorphic shape of 
the objects. In view of this, local 3D model atop of the planar mode of the ETOPO1 
were plotted to visualize the form and comparative view of the trenches (Fig. 7).

The statistical histograms for the transecting profiles of the Vanuatu and Vityaz 
trenches are visualized on Fig. 10. The evaluation of the descriptive statistics on 
bathymetry in Vanuatu and Vityaz trenches and interpolation approaches (Fig. 
10) shows following results. Furthermore, the shape of the histogram varies by 
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two trenches: Vityaz Trench has a ’bell-shape’ data distribution with two peaks 
at range –3,500 to –3,700 m, and the second at –4,800 to –5,000 m, that is the 
majority of values are in general within the range of –5,000 to –3,000 m. Here, 
there are 1605 samples (517, 653 and 435) recorded at the first peak with depth 
values from –3,300 to –4,000 and 839 sample observations (238, 304, 297) at 
depths from –4,500 to –5,200 m. The data distribution for the Vanuatu Trench is 
more even with slight increase of depth in the range of –2,200 to –800 m with 
total 1,353 samples recorded (281, 173, 230, 225, 245, 199 for the relevant bins on 
the histogram left), Fig. 10.

Cartographic functionality of GMT is assessed by the projections. In this study, 
four various cartographic projections were used for plotting maps: Mercator (Fig. 
1, Fig. 3, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7), Behrman cylindrical (Fig. 2), Cylindrical Stereograph-
ic (Fig. 4), Hammer retroazimuthal (Fig. 5). More detailed descriptions of the 
technical specifications of the projections can be find in further references (Snyder 
1993). The comparative analysis of the geophysical grids revealed structural char-
acteristics of the two oceanic trenches, Vanuatu and Vityaz and adjacent oceanic 
crust of the north Fiji Basin. The coherency of the grids using gravity and vertical 
gravity gradient data confirms that the grids coincides well starting values of 10 
mGal with the 3 to 10 meal gravity anomaly transition zone where the coherence 
increases. In the interval of 10 to 20 mGal the coherency declines to a very narrow 
interval, and correlation coincides until 100 mGal of the tested values. The grav-
ity gradient coherency add new information to the interpretation of geodata cov-
ering active convergent margins in Southwest Pacific Ocean.

4. Discussions

The asymmetry of the hadal trenches reflects a phenomenon of tectonic plates 
subduction. Thus, as one plate bends down to the Earth’s mantle, another plate 
is being deformed filling the growing empty space. The depths of trenches are 
influenced by many processes and factors controlling their actual shape and struc-
ture (Lemenkova 2018c). Correlation between the geophysical setting and geomor-
phology of the oceanic trenches at the seafloor confirms that tectonic plates move-
ments and slab geometry may be the main controlling factors of the form, gradient 
steepness and depths of the trench cross-section profiles (Lemenkova 2018a). Oth-
er factors include s tectonics, sedimentation and geological settings. A variety of 
factors directly affect trench geomorphology and bathymetry: age and convergence 
rate of the plates, intermediate slab dip, width of the sinking plate (Stern 2005).

The motion of the oceanic plates is related to the subduction of cold and dense 
oceanic material into the mantle (Faccenna et al. 2007). Tectonic plates bounded 
by subduction zones move faster, as slabs strongly determine plate motions in two 
mechanisms (Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni 2002): either plates are pulled direct-
ly toward trenches by slabs or plates are indirectly dragged by mantle circulation 
triggered by the subducting lithosphere. As a result of these complex tectonic 
processes, the trench is being directly affected and, as a result, its geomorphology 
acquires its current form. This brief sketch of the oceanic trench formation illus-
trates the complexity of its geomorphic development until it reaches actual form. 
Moreover, understanding its form and shape is being complicated by its inaccessi-
bility: deep-sea trenches are the least accessible places of the Earth that can only 
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be studied by indirect methods of modelling, remote sensing tool and advanced 
methods of data analysis without direct field observations.

The approaches to the data analysis, visualization and geological modelling are 
diverse. To mention some of these various approaches: tomographic, seismic and 
bathymetric 2D and 3D modelling, geologic cross-sectioning, seismic cross-section 
profiling, R programming language for analysis of correlation between variables 
(Lacey et al. 2018, Lemenkova 2019g), ArcGIS base assessment and calculation of 
measured data (Lemenkova et al. 2012), Python statistical libraries, such as Mat-
plotlib, NumPy, SciPy, Seaborn, Pandas, StatsModels (e.g. Lemenkova 2019e). Us-
ing various software for statistical analysis of geodata can be illustrated by SPSS 
(Lemenkova 2019d), Gretl or GnuPlot (Lemenkova 2011). In view of a variety of 
the approaches and methods illustrated above, the advantage of the GMT consists 
in its embedded statistical module that enable to visualize data and to perform 
descriptive statistical visualization and modelling as histograms showing data dis-
tribution.

5. Conclusions

Submarine geomorphology forms include among others seamount chains, conti-
nental plateaus, volcanic ridges, arcs, etc. (Burbank and Anderson 2001). The 
Pacific Ocean is notable for its geographic immense size and impressive bathym-
etric expanse (165.2M km2 size), its deep seafloor (mean depth 4280 m) and high-
ly variable biological surface productivity (Linley et al. 2017). The Pacific Ocean 
seafloor is covered by a series of geomorphic forms whose origin is presently still 
discussed. This has motivated current study that involved a series of thematic 
maps and models of the Vanuatu trench aimed at better understanding of its ge-
omorphology.

Presented research is directed toward better understanding geophysical, geologi-
cal and geomorphic settings of the Vanuatu and Vityaz Trenches in their cross-sec-
tions, as well as technical aspects of mapping using GMT. The 3D and 2D models 
and statistical analysis on the bathymetry address in addition the question of 
topographic variations of the trench in its different parts caused by the tectonic 
slab dips and seismic activity in the southwest Pacific Ocean, Fiji regions. Techni-
cally, the research contributed to the development of the cartographic methods 
and demonstrated tested functionality of the GMT toolset.

The advantages of the GMT, demonstrated in this study, consist not only in the 
advanced scripting approaches but in embedded statistical analysis that enables 
to plot graphs directly using GMT. Statistical data processing and assessment is a 
crucial part in the data analysis of the geoscience research aimed to visualize and 
highlight trends and correlations between phenomenas and variables. Examples 
of geostatistical modelling are diverse: maximum intersection (MAXI) method and 
3D simulation technique for earthquakes modelling (Theunissen et al. 2012); ag-
glomerative hierarchical clustering using R libraries (Herod et al. 2016, Lemenk-
ova 2018b, Lemenkova 2019c); similarity matrixes (Nunoura et al. 2015); regres-
sion analysis of data for visualizing their correlation or difference (Abrehdary and 
Sjöberg 2019, Lemenkova 2019a, Lemenkova 2019f, Marchese et al. 2017). Com-
paring to these approaches, the convenience of the GMT consists in its embedded 
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modules for statistical data interpretation (histograms, diagrams), that is, the 
data can be processed directly in GMT rather than converting them to the special 
statistical program as visualized on Fig. 10.
The study contributes towards the development of the bathymetric modelling and 
cartographic mapping using GMT. In contrast to the ArcGIS based traditional 
approaches to the cartographic visualization and mapping (Suetova et al. 2005, 
Klaučo et al. 2013, Klaučo et al. 2014, Klaučo et al. 2017), the GMT is notable for 
its scripting based approach. Based on the presented GMT methodology, the algo-
rithm for geomorphic modelling and assessment of the trench’s bathymetry using 
method of cross-section profiling provides a functional GMT-based framework for 
mapping and modelling raster data aimed at understanding and diagnosing how 
submarine geomorphology of the oceanic trench vary in its different segments.
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Komparativna geomorfološka analiza brazdi 
Vityaz i Vanuatu, Fidži bazen, na osnovi GMT-a

SAŽETAK. Studija je geografski orijentirana na dvije duboko-morske brazde: Vanu-
atu i Vityaz, Fidži bazen, Istočna Australija, smještene u području dvostruko konver-
gentne kompleksne granice između Pacifičke i Indo-australske ploče u stražnjem luku 
bazena u Sjevernom Fidžiju. Kompleksni geofizički smještaj rezultira stvaranjem 
brazdi, seizmičnošću, geodinamičnom kompleksnošću i nestabilnošću regije. Cilj je 
rada modeliranje i komparativna statistička analiza batimetrije i geomorfologije dv-
iju brazdi. Metodologija ovog rada se tehnički temelji na Generic Mapping Tools 
(GMT) koristeći kartografsko prikazivanje geofizičke, tektonske i geološke građe, 2D 
i 3D modeliranje te vizualizaciju rasterskih mreža GEBCO, ETOPO1 i ETOPO5. 
Topografsko izjednačavanje histograma (izjednačen, normaliziran, kvadratni) izve-
deno je primjenom modula ’grdhisteq’. Modeliranje geoida i gravitacije temeljeno je 
na EGM96 po nizu GMT modula. Unakrsne spektralne linije 2D binarnih rasterskih 
mreža bile su uspoređene te je njihova koherentnost ucrtana pomoću ’grdfft’. Auto-
matski poprečni presjek napravljen je pomoću modula ’grdtrack’. Rezultati uključuju 
modelirane presjeke koji vizualiziraju asimetričnost brazdi, batimetrijske i geomor-
fološke varijacije. Brazda Vityaz je plića s dubinama <–6100 m, ima raspodjelu po-
dataka u ’obliku zvona’ s dva vrha u rasponu od –3500 m do –3700 m te od –4800 
m do –5000 m. Brazda Vanuatu proteže se do –7000 m s većinom vrijednosti od –5000 
m do –3000 m, ujednačenom raspodjelom podataka s dubinom koja se povećava na 
–2200 m do –800 m. Geomorfološki oblik obiju brazdi varira: brazda Vityaz ima 
plosnato široko dno slično koritu, strmiji gradijent istočne kosine. Brazda Vanuatu 
ima klasični oblik slova V s blagim oblicima na objema kosinama. Odabrani segment 
brazde Vityaz ima pliće dubine s maksimalno <–5000 m dok je brazda Vanuatu du-
blja (–6000 m). Kartografska funkcionalnost GMT-a prikazana je u različitim kar-
tografskim projekcijama: Mercatorova, Behrmanova, cilindrična stereografska, retro-
azimutalna Hammerova. 3D modeliranje je napravljeno primjenom GMT modula 
’grdview’. Brazde su vizualizirane i rotirane pod azimutom 160°/45°. Prikazane karte, 
2D i 3D modeli te grafika iscrtani su i vizualizirani primjenom GMT-a s objašnjen-
jem odabranih kodnih isječaka. Ovaj rad daje doprinos metodama modeliranja geo-
morfologije duboko-morskih brazdi.

Ključne riječi: brazda Vanuatu, brazda Vityaz, Fidži, Tihi ocean, GMT, kartografija.
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